“We do have our own spa brands and concepts for investors to choose from, which are second-to-none in Thailand when it comes to their address and legacy.
We have always been honest and very sincere to our clients in assisting them to create an exclusive spa concept
that suits their hotel or resort character.
Still, branding is important and
we are fully aware of it… But we
do not see ourselves playing with
our brand by packaging our spas
and calling cosmetic companies
to come in with household products and free treatment training,
recruiting staff from the streets
for the designated space, and then
adding our trademark.
That way we would not be proud of ourselves. It would be so easy to
do that we could be running 30 spas right now if we wanted to do
so. We wouldn’t have needed to wait these six years to build up all the
back-up departments in our company. Each of them has grown and
developed and has its own great profile in the industry.
Because we believe that there is no such thing as a “one-size-fits-all”
type of spa in this planet, and some spa concepts are not suitable for
some locations and they look completely out of place, even though
some of our competitors insist in doing so…The spa world would be
boring and we need variety, don’t we?
Our clients are always looking for something special, unique and
stylish. With that in mind, not only know-how is needed but also
deep spa knowledge in order to be able to play or manipulate, to create new treatments or combination techniques and to adopt something from the local culture whose benefits have been scientifically
and therapeutically proved.
Be aware... there are so many gimmicks on the spa menu these days
and innocent costumers can not tell whether or not they are good
from its fancy description. It is unfair for the clients and it’s so annoying and unprofessional as far as I see the industry grow.”
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